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Week of February 19, 2013

News and Notes

On February 18, Mary Ellen O’Connell met with the International Law Society to discuss her recent article in the NY Times regarding drones.

The Notre Dame Journal of Law, Ethics & Public Policy is proud to announce that Nathan Catanese will be the Editor-in-Chief for Volume 28.

The two 2013 Thomas L. Shaffer Fellows, Sara Gruen and Michael Hagerty, were just announced. They will spend two years in public interest placements. For the full story, read here.

On February 17, Fr. Bill Dailey was a guest on Up with Chris Hayes to discuss "How will Pope Benedict XVI be judged?"

NDLS Events

Today’s Faculty Colloquium features Peg Brinig, presenting the partial draft of a symposium piece for April, titled “The Tragedy of the Snipe Hunt: Substantive Parenting Arrangements.” As always, colloquium lunch will be available at 12:10 p.m.

On Wednesday, February 20 at 6:00 p.m. is the Bengal Bouts Quarterfinals. At the JACC. Please support your law school boxers: Dan Collins 138, John Iwanski 144, Christopher Hinman 144, Gage O’Connell 166, Trevor Stevens 168, Brett Geschke
On Friday, February 22, Mark McKenna hosts the **Trademark/Marketing Roundtable** in Room 3331.

Friday’s Faculty Colloquium features Donald Childress, of Pepperdine University School of Law, presenting "**The Alien Tort Statute, Federalism, and the Next Wave of Transnational Litigation**” As always, colloquium lunch will be available at 12:10 p.m.

Sunday at 4:30 p.m., Law School Mass in the St. Thomas More Chapel and Supper Club. Dinner afterwards will be at Uptown Kitchen in Granger.

February 24 – 26, CCHR Symposium: Indictment of Child Labor by the Arts. **Schedule of Events**

---

**News from CCHR**

**CCHR J.S.D. Program Explores Latin American Constitutionalism**

The Center for Civil and Human Rights has entered into a partnership with its J.S.D. students to convene an innovative conference around the issues of Latin American constitutional structure.

“New Trends in Latin American Constitutionalism” will bring together prominent scholars from law and the social sciences, fostering a creative dialogue by giving voice to those with diverging philosophical views. Organized entirely by the J.S.D. students and supported by CCHR, The Kellogg Institute for International Studies, and the Program on Constitutional Structure, conference topics will range from protection of individual identities within a community context to legal pluralism as it concerns human rights.

The conference will begin with an opening session and keynote address on Thursday, April 11 in 1130 Eck Hall, and continue throughout the day Friday, April 12 with individual panel discussions in 3140 Eck Hall.

---

**Dean’s Bookshelf**

Lloyd Hitoshi Mayer, Nonprofits, Politics, and Privacy, 62 CASE W. RES. L. REV.
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